
  

 
CALLS FOR 
SERVICE 

171 REPORTS 
WRITTEN 

6 TRAFFIC STOPS 49 BAKER ACTS  

WATCH COMMANDER:    Cmdr Neat DATE:   3/6/2020 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Stolen 
Vehicle 
(recovered) 

20-22068 SR 100 (Racetrac 
gas station) 

Deputy Hill located a vehicle with a stolen license plate backed into 
a parking space at the Racetrac gas station. A tactical approach was 
made by multiple Deputies and contact was made with S1 (driver) 
and a six-year-old boy, who was sitting in the back seat. S1 was 
asked to exit the vehicle after the Florida tag was confirmed stolen. 
S1 was placed under arrest after it was confirmed she had an active 
Warrant out of Osceola County for grand theft. A search incident to 
arrest revealed S1 was concealing multiple baggies containing 
cannabis, fraudulent currency, and two small pressed pills, which 
tested presumptive positive for fentanyl. The VIN number was 
checked and the vehicle was confirmed stolen out of St. Johns 
County. S1 was charged with Grand theft, petit theft, possession 
cannabis, possession fentanyl, DWLS, and Grand theft Warrant. 
Counterfeit currency was placed into evidence and secret service 
was notified, charges pending. PACE assisted with investigation. ISD 
notified and contact was made with victim advocate who 
responded and took custody of child. Reports made by Dep. Hill. 

Baker Act 20-22047 Ryding Lane Adult male placed under a Baker Act 
Disturbance 
Domestic 

20-22087 Magnolia Trace 
Blvd (Princeton 
Village) 

S1 was arrested for domestic assault. Travis reportedly repeatedly 
called V1 (his girlfriend), who he has lived with as a family for 9 
years and made violent threats towards her. He then arrived at her 
place of employment and continued making threats to harm V1 
while trying to gain entrance into the business. These incidents 
were witnessed byV1’s co-worker. Sheriff Staly located S1 behind 
the business. S1 was taken to the FCIF without incident. Report 
made by Deputy Burchfield. 

Disturbance 
Domestic 

20-22102 Conservatory 
Drive 

Flagler County Rescue # 24 requested Law Enforcement after 
observing a physical disturbance on Conservatory Drive. Firefighters 
stopped to assist and prior to our arrival separated S1 and V1. S1 
was not cooperative and attempted to fight two firefighters. 
Contact was made with both parties who advised the just got 
released from a rehabilitation center in Ft. Lauderdale. While 
traveling together to West Virginia, they ran out of gas. S1 then 
became physical with V1 by pushing her and grabbing her arm. 
Deputies placed S1 under arrest for DV battery and Assault on 
firefighters (2 counts). While attempting to secure S1 inside the 



 

vehicle he became uncooperative and combative. He resisted with 
violence while kicking two deputies and attempting to break 
windows of the patrol vehicle. He was charged additionally with 
resisting with violence and battery on LEO (2 counts). Report made 
by Deputy Lentino.    
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